DynaSample XO-view ReadMe (first release)
At this moment the XO-view does not have all features that are planned for the final release.
Only the advertised display, MIDI and pedals/foot switches are working so far.
More features like the MIDI-Host, BC (breath control) and the TOUCH sensor will be updated in the near future.
(Unfortunately labelling had to be done before delivering since it cannot be added later!)

The way to use the pedals and MIDI is described in the XpressO manual.
It works exactly like with the XpressO except for the Software MIDI-Thru atm (only for the initial release).
MIDI Thru in [Global] should be left to "OFF" which gives you a MIDI Hardware Thru (with next to no latency).
The software MIDI Thru is currently still buggy and can/will give you errors and stuck notes - so DON'T use it until
it has been fixed!

To set up the pedals and foot switches go to [Utility] and 11x to the right for assigning the CCs.
On the foot pedals the signal has to be on the ring.
So, most Expression pedals like Yamaha pedals, etc. will work and automatically calibrate to the full range.
Other ones like e. g. Roland pedals have the signal on the tip of the plug and the voltage on the ring.
Those will not work without an adapter for reversing the tip and ring.
(Alternatively – if you know what you are doing (!) - you can reverse the cables inside of the pedal by re-soldering.
That is if you don’t use it elsewhere where the original polarity is needed.)
The foot switches use stereo jacks with the first switch on the ring and the second one on the tip.
Ground is on the sleeve - as usual.

All upcoming features will be explained as soon as they are working.
Sorry for any initial confusion!

